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Building an API

This chapter covers
■

Building an API with hapi.js

■

Integrating business logic

■

Working with databases

You saw in chapter 1 that hapi apps are constructed by working with servers, routes,
handlers, plugins, and your own business logic. In this chapter, you’ll see how those
pieces come together. First I introduce a fictional brief for an API project that I’m
going to build. Next I figure out the technical requirements and plan the API endpoints. Then I move on to implementing this in hapi step-by-step.
I won’t be diving too deeply into any single component of hapi yet. Instead, I’m
going to take a more high-level approach, giving you the bigger picture of how
apps in hapi are built.

2.1

Designing the API
This section introduces a fictional HTTP API project that will be the focus of this
chapter. First I gather some requirements for the API. Once it’s clear how the API
should work, I design the endpoints through which clients can access the API.
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Your mission, should you choose to accept it
Hey there, Developer. I’ve just gotten word that I've been hired to work on a new project. Our client Mrs. Bigbucks has an idea for a startup called DinDin. She says it’s
going to be the next Pinterest and wants us to build a prototype for the API. So far, all
I’ve heard is the elevator pitch: DinDin is a social network for food. Users can create a
profile and upload their own recipes. Users can also search for recipes that match
their favorite ingredients. When a user likes a recipe they can award a star. Collect
enough stars and amateur chefs can become mini-celebs!

2.1.2

Gathering requirements
My client has interesting ideas, but if I’m going to build a prototype, I need to collect
more solid requirements. I’ve decided to use the method of writing user stories to
define the functionality. User stories are short scenarios that take the following form:
As a/an _______ I want _______________ so that _________.
After a few hours of brainstorming, my client and I produce the user stories shown in
figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 The user stories that I’ve collected from the customer. These
are the requirements for the DinDin application.

Now that I have an idea of the requirements of the prototype, I need to design the API.

2.1.3

Designing the API endpoints
It’s very common when developing any system to first design the public-facing interface that you will offer to users. When developing a website, this might be the visual
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ENDPOINTS
Search recipes
A GET /api/recipes

List of recipes
View a recipe
B GET /api/recipes/{id}

Single recipe data

Query/update
database

Create a recipe
C POST /api/recipes

Status: OK/Fail
CLIENT

Star a recipe
D POST /api/recipes/{id}/star

Status: OK/Fail

Request
Response

API

Figure 2.2

A high-level overview of the API

design of the UI. With an API, the interface is the HTTP endpoints that will be
exposed—this is your contract with the consumer of the API, illustrated in figure 2.2.
Each endpoint has a few important properties associated with it, namely the HTTP
method used, the URI path, the parameters it can accept, and the structure of the
response.
Based on the user stories, I decide that the four endpoints shown in figure 2.2 will
suffice. I’ll talk a bit more about each of these later. First I need to prepare my environment to start building the prototype.

2.2

Getting set up
Before I can write any code, I need to set up a couple of things. First I need a directory
to contain the project.

2.2.1

A directory to work in
All code for the API will live within a project directory. There are no naming or location restrictions with hapi apps—you call your directory whatever you like and keep it
anywhere you like. I’ll be calling my project directory dindin, and my main file will be
named index.js.
Because I’m going to be using npm to manage my dependencies, I also create a
package.json file.
Listing 2.1

package.json

{
"name": "dindin",
"version": "1.0.0",
"description": "A social network for food",
"main": "index.js",

Getting set up
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"author": "Matt Harrison",
"private": true,
"license": "BSD-3-Clause"
}

Now it’s time to install hapi. To install hapi with npm, I run the following command in
the root of the project:
npm install --save hapi@13

After also creating an index.js file, I have a directory structure that looks like the following:
dindin
├── index.js
├── node_modules
│
└── hapi
│
└── ...
└── package.json

When building an API it’s useful to have sample data available that’s as close as possible to the real thing. So before I write any code, I’m going to create a simple SQLite
database with some sample data.

2.2.2

Preparing a database and sample data
There are modules on npm for working with practically every database system available.
I expect many readers will be familiar with both SQLite and SQL. So to keep things simple, that’s what I’ll be using as a datastore for this project. Later chapters look at other
databases and key-value stores and discuss how they can be used with hapi.
I’ve modeled the DinDin API around two database tables: recipes and users. The
structure and relationship of the database tables are show in figure 2.3.
If you’re following along, you can use the database bundled with the supplied code
for this book on GitHub (http://mng.bz/193e). Place the database file called dindin.sqlite at the root of your project directory, beside the index.js file.

Figure 2.3 The entity relationship
diagram for the dindin SQLite database
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The sqlite3 node module
To work with the SQLite database, I’ll be using the sqlite3 node module.
NPM PACKAGE

sqlite3 v3 (http://npmjs.com/package/sqlite3)

I can download and add sqlite3 to the app’s dependencies in the same way I did with
hapi:
npm install --save sqlite3@3

I can now load the sqlite3 module and connect to the database.
Listing 2.2

Creating a connection to SQLite using sqlite3

const Sqlite3 = require('sqlite3');
const db = new Sqlite3.Database('./dindin.sqlite');

Pass the database filename
to the constructor

The database object returned by sqlite3 has a number of methods for querying and
updating the SQLite database. I’ll look at a couple of simple examples now.
The db.all() method, used for fetching multiple records, accepts two arguments:
the SQL query you wish to run, as a string, and a callback to be executed once the
query has finished. The callback will be called with two arguments: an error (or null
if no error occurred) and an array of found records. This pattern of returning an
error as the first parameter to a callback function is common in Node, and you’ll see it
come up many times in this book, so become familiar with it now.
The following listing contains a code sample that fetches all recipes from the recipes table and logs their name to the console.
Listing 2.3

Querying a database for all recipes and printing each recipe’s name

db.all('SELECT * FROM recipes', (err, results) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}

If there was an error running the
query, throw the error now.

for (let i = 0; i < results.length; ++i) {
console.log(results[i].name);
}

Loop through each result
and log name of recipe

});

If I want to include data that has come from user input in the SQL query, I can’t simply concatenate this with the query using the + operator. That would leave the API
open to an SQL injection attack. db.all() takes an additional, optional middle argument, which is an array of values to be sanitized and interpolated into the query. A ?
character is placed in the query to denote where these values should be placed in the
final query. Here is an example that uses this approach to search for recipes matching a cuisine.
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Listing 2.4

Using placeholders to safely include variables in a SQL query

db.all('SELECT * FROM recipes WHERE cuisine = ?',
['American'],
(err, results) => {
Include array of

Include placeholder
symbol in SQL query

parameters to be
bound to query

if (err) {
throw err;
}
...

So, I’ve designed the API, I have a place to keep my project, a database, and some sample data. I can write a few simple SQL queries for SQLite too. I think it’s time to start
building this thing!

2.3

Retrieving and searching recipes
This section implements the first two endpoints identified in section 2.1: endpoint A
for searching recipes and retrieving all recipes and endpoint B for retrieving a single
recipe. To create an endpoint in hapi, you need to define a route using the
server.route() method. Remember, in chapter 1 we said that hapi matches requests
with a route and then runs a handler associated with the route.

2.3.1

Introducing server.route()
The server.route() method can take either an object to create a single route or an
array of objects to create multiple routes.
HAPI API

server.route(options) (http://hapijs.com/api#serverrouteoptions)

The options object passed to server.route() is a configuration object, which is like
a list of the various bits of information that hapi needs to know to set up the route.
Simple examples are shown in figure 2.4.
HTTP request

Corresponding hapi route

GET /api/recipes

server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function (request, reply) {
...
}
});

Method

Path

POST /api/recipes/1/star

Method

Figure 2.4

Path

server.route([{
method: 'POST',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}/star',
handler: function (request, reply) {
...
}
}]);

Simple HTTP requests and their corresponding hapi routes
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There are three required options, method, path, and handler, that you’ll need for
every route you ever create. Many other options are also available, and they’re often
specific to one feature of hapi, such as documentation, validation, or authentication.
You’ll see many options used throughout the book. Table 2.1 shows a full list of all the
options used in this chapter.
Table 2.1

Route configuration options used in this chapter

Option

Type

Purpose

method

string/array

HTTP verb(s) to match

path

string

URI path to match

handler

function/object

Defines what should happen for a matching route; for example,
how to build a response

config

object

Further optional configuration for the route

config.auth

string

Authentication strategy to use on a matched request

The handler function is the way you tell hapi how it should behave when it receives a
request that matches the route. Route handling is examined in detail in chapter 4, but
it’s such an important matter, it’s worth a quick discussion before moving on.

2.3.2

Route handlers
A route handler can be a basic JavaScript function that has two parameters: request
and reply:
function (request, reply) {}

If you’ve ever used the built-in http module in Node, you’ll recognize this pattern.
The request and reply objects in hapi are much more powerful than the req and res
objects you’ll see in plain Node.
THE

REQUEST OBJECT

The request object is what you might imagine it to be—an object containing data
about the HTTP request. Even though the request object does have some methods
that you can call on it, in most routes, you’ll only be reading data from it.
HAPI API

request object (http://hapijs.com/api#request-object)

Table 2.2 shows common properties on request that you may use in your routes.
Table 2.2

Some of the properties available on request

Properties

Type

Purpose

server

object

The hapi server for this request

query

object

Parsed query string parameters
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Table 2.2

Some of the properties available on request

Properties

Type

Purpose

headers

object

A key-value representation of all the request headers; for example
{'content-type': 'text/plain'}

params

object

Parsed URI path params

auth

object

Information about the authentication method used in the request
and the user’s credentials

The request object contains all the headers sent by the client, information about any
authentication method used, parsed query string parameters, and a lot more. Here’s
an example of a route that logs the value of the request’s Host header on each
request:
server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/log-host',
handler: function (request, reply) {
console.log(request.headers.host);
reply();
}
});

THE

REPLY INTERFACE

The reply interface is used for responding to the client with some data. In its simplest
form it can be used as a function, provided directly with the data to respond with.
HAPI API

reply interface (http://hapijs.com/api#reply-interface)

hapi will figure out how to respond, depending on the type of data you provide. If you
pass a string to reply(), hapi will respond with a content-type: text/html header
and will send the string as the body of the response. If you pass a JavaScript object to
reply(), hapi will respond with content-type: application/json. You’ll see some
other ways of using reply later in the book.
Here’s an example of a route that responds with a JSON response:
server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/who',
handler: function (request, reply) {
reply({
name: 'Matt',
age: 30,
human: true
});
}
});
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Endpoint A: retrieving all recipes
To search recipes with the API, a user will call endpoint A, appending an optional
search parameter to the query string. For example:
GET /api/recipes?cuisine=Irish

The API will respond with a JSON array of all found recipes that match the search
query, as shown in figure 2.5.

HTTP request

API

GET /api/recipes?cuisine=Irish
Host: dindin.com
Accept: application/json

HTTP response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json
[{

A

ENDPOINT
DATABASE

server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function(...) {
...
}
});

"id": 116,
...
}, {
"id": 206,
...
}, {
"id": 314,
...

A

}]

Figure 2.5

Overview of endpoint A

If endpoint A is called without any search parameters, the API simply returns all the
recipes in the database. The following listing uses the server.route() method to
implement this simple case first.
Listing 2.5

index.js: the route for endpoint A

'use strict';

Load the
sqlite3
module

const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Sqlite3 = require('sqlite3');

Load the
hapi module

const db = new Sqlite3.Database('./dindin.sqlite');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });
server.route([{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function (request, reply) {

Call server.route()
method to add new
route to server

Create database
connection

Create a hapi server
bound to port 4000
Respond to GET
requests to /api/recipes
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db.all('SELECT * FROM recipes', (err, results) => {

Send query
to database

if (err) {
throw err;
}
reply(results);
});
}

If error occurred,
throw the error
Respond with results
object as JSON

}]);
server.start(() => {

Start the server
console.log('Server listening at:', server.info.uri);
});

The server can now be started by running the following command in the terminal:
node index.js

When I visit http://localhost:4000/api/recipes in a browser, I see the API is successfully responding with all recipes, as shown in figure 2.6.

Single recipe

Array of recipes

Single recipe

Figure 2.6

NOTE

Response to endpoint A with no search parameters

I recommend using a browser plugin that prettifies the output of

JSON. In the screenshots in this book, I’m using the JSONView plugin for

Google Chrome.
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Endpoint A: searching recipes
I need to extend the route created previously to allow an optional query string parameter cuisine and then use that parameter’s value to search for matching recipes.
hapi automatically parses the URI for query string parameters and converts the
query string keys and values into a JavaScript object stored in request.query so they
can be accessed easily inside handler functions, as shown in figure 2.7.

HTTP request

GET /path?query1=value1&query2=value2&query3=value3

Route handler

Query parameters made
available in route handler

handler: function (request, response) {}

hapi’s request object

Query string parsed for
parameters

{

request.query object
contains matching keys/values
from query string

...,
query: {
query1: "value1",
query2: "value2",
query3: "value3",
},
...
}

Figure 2.7

hapi parses query parameters into the request.query object

Using this knowledge, I can now extend the route for endpoint A to search recipes,
when a cuisine parameter is present, for only recipes for that cuisine. For example,
you could search for Italian recipes by requesting http://localhost:4000/api/
recipes?cuisine=Italian.
Listing 2.6

index.js: the extended route for endpoint A

...
server.route([{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function (request, reply) {
let sql = 'SELECT * FROM recipes';
const params = [];

Add value of cuisine
query parameter to
SQL params.

Create base
SQL string.
Define empty array
of SQL params.

if (request.query.cuisine) {
sql += ' WHERE cuisine = ?';
params.push(request.query.cuisine);
}
db.all(sql, params, (err, results) => {

Extend SQL query with
WHERE clause if cuisine
query parameter is present.
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if (err) {
throw err;
}
reply(results);
});
}
}]);

2.3.5

Endpoint B: retrieving a single recipe
To retrieve a single recipe using the API, a user will call endpoint B, providing the ID
of the recipe in the URI path. For example:
GET /api/recipes/2

The API will respond with a JSON object representation of that recipe, as shown in
figure 2.8.

HTTP request

API

GET /api/recipes/2 HTTP/1.1
Host: dindin.com
Accept: application/json

HTTP response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Cherry cheesecake",
"cooking_time": "3hrs",
"prep_time": "30mins",
"serves": 6,
"cuisine": "English",
"ingredients": "…",
"directions": "…",
"stars": 124,
"user_id": 2

B

ENDPOINT
DATABASE

server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: function(...) {
...
}
});

B

}

Figure 2.8

Overview of endpoint B

The segment of the URI path that contains the ID of the recipe varies between
requests, so we need a way to tell hapi that this is a variable. You do that using named
path parameters. To create a named path parameter, you wrap the variable segment
name in curly braces. For example:
/api/recipes/{id}

hapi makes any named parameters available in the request.params object. I can now
implement the route for endpoint B by parameterizing the path option to take a variable id parameter.
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index.js: the new route for endpoint B

server.route([{
...
}, {
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: function (request, reply) {
db.get('SELECT * FROM recipes WHERE id = ?',
[request.params.id],
(err, result) => {

Bind value of request.params.id
to SQL query

if (err) {
throw err;
}
if (typeof result !== 'undefined') {
return reply(result);
}
return reply('Not found').code(404);
});
}

If result undefined,
reply with result

Otherwise, send 404 response
code and text “Not found”

}]);

Why am I checking if result is undefined in the listing? The db.get() method differs
slightly from db.all() in that the result parameter inside the callback is a single
object representing a row in the database, rather than an array of rows. If there are
zero matching rows for the query, the result will be undefined. When there’s no result
found for the request, the right thing to do is send a 404 response code to the client.
hapi will always send a response code, usually an implicit 200 OK code. To override
this default, you can chain the .code() method to the reply() call, passing the integer code you want to send, as shown in listing 2.7.

2.4

Writing maintainable code
Writing code is an iterative process. Every now and then, you should take a step back
and see how you can refactor your code to keep it clean and maintainable. This section shows you a few tips you can follow to keep your hapi apps in good shape.

2.4.1

Modularizing routes
If you keep all the code for your entire application within the index.js file, it can
quickly become an ugly, unmaintainable mess. A common approach in hapi apps and
Node apps in general is to split out chunks of related code into modules.
One way I can help clean things up is to place the routes in a separate module. To
achieve this, I move the array of route objects from my index.js and place them inside
a new file called route.js. I also make sure this array is the exported value of the module by assigning it to module.exports. The resulting routes.js file is shown in the
following listing.

Writing maintainable code
Listing 2.8
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routes.js

'use strict';
module.exports = [{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function (request, reply) {
...
}
}, {
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: function (request, reply) {
...
}
}];

The index.js file can now simply use the return value of require() from this module
as the argument to server.route():
server.route(require('./routes'));

But wait! This no longer will work. The route handlers need the db object to be in
scope so they can query the database. Because I placed the routes in a separate module, they’ve now lost access to the db object.
To fix this, I could move the SQLite connection code to the routes module, but
what if another part of my application also needs access to the same connection elsewhere? I don’t want to create the same connection in several modules. If only there
were a way to make an object available throughout your hapi app. Luckily
server.bind() lets you do exactly that.

2.4.2

Meet server.bind(): setting the context in handlers
hapi provides a method called server.bind(), which allows you to explicitly set the
value of this to be used within all handler functions.
HAPI API

server.bind(context) (http://hapijs.com/api#serverbindcontext)

server.bind() work if you use ES6 arrow functions to define your
route handlers, and that’s why I recommend that you never use arrow functions to define route handlers.

NOTE

I can use server.bind() now to ensure that the database connection is available
within my routes module at this.db. This listing shows the updated index.js.
Listing 2.9

index.js: using server.bind()

'use strict';
const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Sqlite3 = require('sqlite3');
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const db = new Sqlite3.Database('./dindin.sqlite');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });
server.bind({ db: db });

Bind db object
to the server

server.route(require('./routes'));
server.start(() => {

Use loaded routes.js module as
argument to server.route()

console.log('Server listening at:', server.info.uri);
});

The database connection object can now be accessed within handler methods at
this.db. The updated routes.js module is shown in the following listing.
Listing 2.10

routes.js: using this.db to access database object

'use strict';
module.exports = [{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function (request, reply) {
let sql = 'SELECT * FROM recipes';
const params = [];
if (request.query.cuisine) {
sql += ' WHERE cuisine = ?';
params.push(request.query.cuisine);
}
this.db.all(sql, params, (err, results) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
reply(results);
});
}
}, {
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: function (request, reply) {
this.db.get('SELECT * FROM recipes WHERE id = ?',
[request.params.id], (err, result) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
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if (typeof result !== 'undefined') {
reply(result);
}
else {
reply('Not found').code(404);
}
});
}
}];

Using server.bind() can help you write significantly cleaner code. By placing
resources such as database connections inside the context of handler methods, you
can avoid repetition and the use of global variables.

2.4.3

Modularizing handlers
A further step I can take toward creating a clean and scalable application structure is to
modularize the handlers for each of my routes. Because there’s no official way to organize your code in hapi, it’s up to you how to do this. Some people like to place each handler in a new module, and that can be a good approach for very large applications.
I like to group related handlers into a single module. In the case of the DinDin
API, I only have one object that users work with: recipes. I place my handlers inside a
directory called handlers. Inside handlers, I will create a single file called recipes.js.
Here’s the directory tree (excluding node_modules) of the project at this point:
├──
│
├──
├──
└──

handlers
└── recipes.js
index.js
package.json
routes.js

The recipes.js file will be the module where I keep my handlers for all the routes that
interact with recipes. Each handler is an exported function that is identical to the handler previously in my routes module.
Listing 2.11

handlers/recipes.js: route handlers as exported functions

'use strict';
exports.find = function (request, reply) {
let sql = 'SELECT * FROM recipes';
const params = [];
if (request.query.cuisine) {
sql += ' WHERE cuisine = ?';
params.push(request.query.cuisine);
}
this.db.all(sql, params, (err, results) => {

Create exported functions
for the route handlers
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if (err) {
throw err;
}
reply(results);
});
};
exports.findOne = function (request, reply) {

Create exported functions
for the route handlers

this.db.get('SELECT * FROM recipes WHERE id = ?', [request.params.id],
(err, result) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
if (typeof result !== 'undefined') {
return reply(result);
}
return reply('Not found').code(404);
});
};

The routes.js file can then reference the handlers loaded from the new handlers.
Listing 2.12

routes.js: using the new recipes handlers module

'use strict';
const Recipes = require('./handlers/recipes');
module.exports = [{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: Recipes.find
}, {
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: Recipes.findOne
}];

Load the recipes
handler module

Set route handlers to
exported functions within
the recipes module

Following the code organization approaches in this section will help to keep your
applications more manageable as both the features and the number of people working on them grow.
Next I look at how I can improve the API further, by thinking about security and
implementing a bit of authentication.

2.5

Authentication
So far I haven’t considered security. All the existing endpoints of the API have been
open to the world. Endpoints C (creating recipes) and D (starring recipes) have the
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requirement that users must be logged in to access them (so we know who created or
starred the recipe!). It’s about time I looked at the basics of how authentication works
in hapi.

2.5.1

Schemes and strategies
hapi offers many ways to authenticate users, using passwords and tokens and other
methods. Central to the way of thinking about authentication in hapi are the concepts
of schemes and strategies.
SCHEMES

A scheme is a general type of authentication. HTTP Basic authentication and HTTP
Digest authentication are different types of authentication, and in hapi each would be
a different scheme. You can think of a scheme as a template for authentication. A
scheme isn’t used directly to authenticate users; instead you create a specific strategy
from the scheme.
STRATEGIES

A strategy is a configured instance of a scheme with an assigned name. Strategies exist
so you can use the same scheme several times, in a slightly different way. For instance,
you may decide that you want to use HTTP Basic authentication in your app. But for
some routes you might want to validate a user’s passwords against a value in a database, and for some other routes you might want to check the password against a value
stored in a file. In this case you can create two different strategies from the scheme.
The scheme-to-strategies relationship is shown in figure 2.9.

Scheme

Strategies
Basic authentication
Strategy Name: basic1
Based on Scheme: Basic auth

Strategy Name: basic2
Based on Scheme: Basic auth

Strategy Name: basic3
Based on Scheme: Basic auth

Figure 2.9

Cookie-cutter analogy of schemes and strategies

A strategy is created using the server.auth.strategy() method.
API server.auth.strategy(name, scheme, [mode], [options])
(http://hapijs.com/api#serverauthstrategyname-scheme-mode-options)

HAPI
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A commonly required option for strategies is validateFunc. This is a function you’ll
define to decide if a user should be authenticated. The next listing is an example of
creating two different strategies from the same scheme.
Listing 2.13

Creating two different strategies from the same scheme

server.strategy('basic1','basic', {
validateFunc: function (username, password, callback) {
// Validation logic goes here
}
});
server.strategy('basic2','basic', {
validateFunc: function (username, password, callback) {
// Different validation logic here
}
});

2.5.2

Implementing bearer token authentication
Bearer token authentication is a very simple authentication scheme whereby a string,
called the token, is included in all requests, usually in a header. To include the token
in the header, you can place it in an Authorization header, like so:
GET /path
Host: site.example.com
Authorization: bearer tiebzfjwavdatersgyj3r4n
Accept: application/json

NOTE Bearer tokens don’t offer a great level of security. First, they must be
used in production over SSL/TLS. Otherwise the token is sent unencrypted to
the web server and can be captured by anybody who might be eavesdropping.
Bearer tokens also lack means of expiry or integrity checking. There are better alternatives, JWT (JSON web tokens). For the sake of this example, I’ll be
using bearer token authentication because it’s easy to understand and quick
to implement. Chapter 9 examines alternative authentication schemes.

I’ve stored a random token for each user in the database. When a user attempts a
request that requires authentication, the API goes through the steps in the following
listing, in pseudocode.
Listing 2.14

Authentication routine in pseudocode

if(token exists in database) {
authenticate user;
load credentials;
continue request;
} else {
reply 401 Unauthorized;
}
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I will use the hapi-auth-bearer-token plugin, which defines the authentication scheme.
Because this module is a hapi plugin, it needs to be registered with the server using
the server.register() method.
NPM PACKAGE hapi-auth-bearer-token v4 (http://npmjs.com/package/
hapi-auth-bearer-token)

Remember to install the package by running npm install --save hapi-authbearer-token@4. As shown in listing 2.15, server.register() takes a callback as its
second parameter, which is called once the plugin has loaded. Inside this callback,
you can then define a strategy. To define a strategy, I call the server.auth.strategy() method. I will give this strategy the name api.
Another change I need to make is to move the creation of the routes within the plugin.register() callback. That’s because some of those routes will need to reference
the new authentication strategy. It’s therefore necessary that the routes be added after
the plugin has loaded and after the new authentication strategy has been created.
Listing 2.15

index.js: registering and configuring hapi-auth-bearer-token

...
const validateFunc = function (token, callback) {
};

Load hapi-auth-bearertoken plugin and register it
with hapi server

server.register(require('hapi-auth-bearer-token'), (err) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}

If error registering the
plugin, throw error

server.auth.strategy('api', 'bearer-access-token', {
validateFunc: validateFunc
Define new strategy called api
});

Define
validateFunc
option

using bearer-access-token scheme

server.route(require('./routes'));
server.start(() => {

Move routes and server start code into
plugin registration callback—must
happen after plugin is registered

console.log('Server started on', server.info.uri);
});
});

The validateFunc function is where I need to write the logic to check whether the
token in the request is valid, which I defined earlier in pseudocode.
Listing 2.16

index.js: implementing the validateFunc function

...
const validateFunc = function (token, callback) {
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db.get('SELECT * FROM users WHERE token = ?',
[token],
(err, result) => {
if (err) {
return callback(err, false);
}

Query users table
for matching

If error occurred with query,
don’t authenticate user

const user = result;
if (typeof user === 'undefined') {
return callback(null, false);
}
callback(null, true, {
id: user.id,
username: user.username
});

If no user record found,
don’t authenticate user
Otherwise, there must be
matching record, so authenticate
user and set their credentials

});
};

2.5.3

Working with user credentials
In listing 2.16 the validateFunc callback receives a third argument, which is an object
containing user credentials:
callback(err, isValid, {
id: user.id,
username: user.username
});

After a user is authenticated, this credentials object is now available to use within
route handlers, stored in the request.auth.credentials object. I’ll be using this
when implementing the next endpoint for the API.

2.6

Creating and starring recipes
When you’re building a website, you’ll probably have a browser window open during
the process, refreshing every now and then to get feedback on your changes. Building
APIs is a little different. Before I move on to implementing the remaining endpoints, I
will discuss some tools that will be useful to you when testing out your own APIs.

2.6.1

Test-driving your endpoints
You can test GET requests in a browser and see visual feedback using a decent browser
plugin to format JSON. When it comes to testing more complex endpoints that
require a POST request or include custom headers, you need a better tool. There are a
couple common options. One of those is cURL.
CURL

cURL is a cross-platform command-line tool for making HTTP requests. It’s most basic
use is making a GET request to a URL:
curl http://localhost:4000/endpoint

Creating and starring recipes
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You can also use cURL to make a POST request or a request with any allowable HTTP
verb with the -X option:
curl -X POST http://localhost:4000/endpoint

The -H option allows a custom header to be sent, and the -d option allows you to
include data in the body of the request. For example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/json" -d "{"name": "My data"}" -X POST
http://localhost:4000/endpoint

Read more about cURL or download it from http://curl.haxx.se. If the terminal
isn’t your thing, there are also some good apps that let you do similar things in a
visual way.
POSTMAN

Postman is a Google Chrome app that can also be used as a standalone desktop app
(see figure 2.10). With Postman, you can test HTTP endpoints visually.

Figure 2.10

The Postman interface

Postman has lots of features, such as basic authentication, saving requests, and submitting form data, and can be a really great weapon in the arsenal of the API developer.
Search for Postman in the Chrome Web Store to download it.
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Endpoint C: creating recipes
To create a recipe using the DinDin API, a user sends a POST request to endpoint C,
along with a JSON payload (see figure 2.11). For example:
POST /api/recipes
{"name":"My new recipe", "cooking_time": "1hr", ...}

HTTP request
POST /api/recipes
Host: api.dindin.com
Accept: application/json
Content-type: application/json

C

{
"name": "Cherry cheesecake",
"cooking_time": "3hrs",
"prep_time": "30mins",
"serves": 6,
"cuisine": "English",
"ingredients": "…",
"directions": "…",

API

C

ENDPOINT

}

HTTP response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json

server.route({
method: 'POST',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: function(...) {
...
}
});

DATABASE

{"status": "OK"}

Figure 2.11

Overview of endpoint C

The API will respond with a JSON object with a single key status. If a recipe has been
successfully created, the value of status will be "OK", as shown in figure 2.11.
This endpoint is different from those that have already been implemented in that
it accepts a payload, or HTTP body. I need to use the data within the payload in my
route handler to create the recipe. By default, hapi will automatically parse any incoming payloads based on the Content-type header of the request and place the parsed
payload at request.payload. hapi is very configurable in terms of what it does with
the payload, but in this case, the default is exactly what we want.
PUTTING

IT ALL TOGETHER

I can now create a new route for endpoint C.
Listing 2.17

routes.js: updated for endpoint C

const Recipes = require('./handlers/recipes');
module.exports = [{
method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes',
handler: Recipes.find
}, {
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method: 'GET',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}',
handler: Recipes.findOne
}, {
method: 'POST',
path: '/api/recipes',
config: {
auth: 'api'
},
handler: Recipes.create

Configure this route to use the
‘api’ authentication strategy

}];

The last step is to create the handler for the create recipe route. This is placed within
recipes.js along with the other handlers.
Listing 2.18

handlers/recipes.js: the create recipe handler

exports.create = function (request, reply) {
const sql = 'INSERT INTO recipes (name, cooking_time, prep_time, serves,
cuisine, ingredients, directions, user_id) VALUES (?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)';

Use authenticated
user’s id as user_id
of new recipe

this.db.run(sql,
[
request.payload.name,
request.payload.cooking_time
request.payload.prep_time,
request.payload.serves,
request.payload.cuisine,
request.payload.ingredients,
request.payload.directions,
request.auth.credentials.id
],
(err) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
reply({ status: 'ok' });

Bind payload parameters
to SQL query

If no SQLite error,
respond with ‘ok’ status

});
};

If you’re following along, you can now test the recipe creation endpoint with a cURL
command. Remember, this is an authenticated route using bearer token authentication, so a token needs to be included in the request. The sample SQLite database provided contains a user record for a user with the username john. The token for this
user is q8lrh5rzkrzdi4un8kfza5y3k1nn184xn. Try spinning up the app and issuing
the following cURL command from a terminal to create a new recipe:
curl -X POST \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-H "Authorization: Bearer q8lrh5rzkrzdi4un8kfza5y3k1nn184x" \
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-d '{
"name": "Test recipe",
"cooking_time": "1hr",
"prep_time": "1hr",
"serves": 1,
"cuisine": "Canadian",
"ingredients": "a, b, c",
"directions": "1, 2, 3"
}' http://localhost:4000/api/recipes

If all is well, you should see a {"status":"ok"} response. You can verify that the new
recipe has been created. Do this by requesting the GET /recipes endpoint again, and
you should now see your new recipe in the list.
As an exercise, use the knowledge you’ve gained so far in this
chapter to implement the route for endpoint D (starring recipes) yourself.
When a user makes a request to endpoint D, the star field in the database for
the corresponding recipe will be incremented, and a status message returned
to the user. See figure 2.12 for a clue.

EXERCISE

HTTP request

API

POST /api/recipes/1/star
Host: api.dindin.com
Accept: application/json

HTTP response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json

D

ENDPOINT

server.route({
method: 'POST',
path: '/api/recipes/{id}/star',
handler: function(...) {
...
}
});

DATABASE

{"status": "OK"}

D

Figure 2.12

Overview of endpoint D

In the next chapter the focus shifts to the front end, and you’ll see many of the features that hapi offers for building websites and single page applications, such as static
file serving and HTML template rendering. Onward!

2.7

Summary
■
■
■

You use server.route() to add routes to a server.
Routes have a method (such as GET) and a path (such as /users).
You tell hapi what to do with a request by writing a route handler.

Summary
■

■

■
■

■
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Handlers can have several input types, such as query parameters, path parameters, and payloads.
You can add authentication to routes by creating an authentication strategy
from a pre-existing authentication scheme.
You can use server.bind() to specify a context for your route handlers.
You can keep your code clean and maintainable by splitting it out into Node
modules.
You can use tools like cURL and Postman to test drive your API endpoints.
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